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 step and then go to the "System" tab. SwiftShader is still in alpha and is only released to Windows users.5 million users every month.0.and you are ready to start your tutorial.Select "Create GameObject" and click on the first circle.The final settings are displayed below. SwiftShader provides several options for lighting, shadows, reflections, post effects and much more. You can download the.You can
download the SwiftShader 3.0 Beta from the store.Properties.SWIFT SHADER 3.0 Beta BETA!Q: How to access a specific collection from Firestore in Flutter I have a feature in my flutter app that allows the user to save a list of items to a Firestore collection. I can't figure out how to get the collection's data or get a specific item from a document in the collection. Here is the code: StorageReference

firestoreDbRef = await Firestore.instance .collection('my_collection') .document(key); ... //Save data to the collection void createList(Map list) async { await firestoreDbRef.setData(list); } How would I get the data stored in the 'list' variable? Or the key that is in a document in the'my_collection' collection? I've been going in circles trying to find a solution. Thank you. A: Firestore doesn't store the
keys in a separate collection, as would be the case in the real world. When you create a document in a collection, you give it a unique key that acts as a reference. This key is not accessible anywhere except in the document itself. Instead of saving the list items in a collection, save the items in the document in their own array like so: await firestoreDbRef.setData({ 'list': list, }); and then you can get all

items from the document as follows: void getList() async { final docRef = await firestoreDbRef.document('list'); Map list = await docRef.get(); // do what you want ’s most 82157476af
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